Annotations

Pain relief

Do children feel pain?

It is not so long ago that clinicians felt that 'children seldom need medication for the relief of pain after general surgery'.

Twenty years ago in Chicago, only two out of 60 children received analgesia postoperatively. Similarly only 26 of the 180 children on an intensive care unit (where invasive procedures are common) received opiate analgesia.

That children feel pain but do not complain of it was shown by Mather and Mackie who interviewed 170 children recovering from surgery. Seventy (40%) reported moderate or severe pain on the day of the operation. Children would read or watch TV in order to distract themselves from the pain. They would therefore appear to be pain free, whereas on direct questioning they would confess to having pain.

Many theoretical reasons have been proposed as to why the newborn infant may not feel pain. Anand and co-workers, however, have shown that preterm babies in response to surgery have biochemical changes consistent with stress. These biochemical changes were reduced by administration of opiate analgesia (fentanyl). Also, babies receiving analgesia had fewer postoperative complications.

Do nurses administer prescribed analgesia?

Our fear of the effects of opiates in children has been conveyed to the nursing profession. In the study by Mather and Mackie, 39% of opiates prescribed were not given. In 29% of cases a weaker analgesic was given and it would appear that nurses feel it is safer for the patient to receive the less potent analgesic where more than one drug is prescribed. Adults received more than twice as many analgesics as children after major cardiac surgery. On the fifth postoperative day, 50 adults received a total of 136 doses of analgesics whereas an equal number of children received a total of 10 doses of analgesics. Children received on average two doses each day during the first three postoperative days. It is young children who suffer the most. The 12 children who received no analgesia postoperatively were all infants and toddlers.

Opiate infusions

The use of a continuous infusion of morphine in children was first described by Miser et al in 1980. Eight children with terminal malignancy and severe pain unresponsive to both oral and intermittent opiates were successfully treated with morphine infusions. Both children and adults have less pain postoperatively when given a morphine infusion than with intermittent morphine. The safety of opiate infusions is shown by the experience in Perth where over 600 children have been treated and only one child required naloxone.

The advantage of an infusion is that as well as preventing pain (rather than waiting for a patient to complain of pain and then administering analgesia), it also avoids painful intramuscular injections which for some children are as distressing as the pain itself.

Are neonates and infants sensitive to opiates?

There is some evidence to suggest that children under the age of 6 months are more sensitive to opiates. The newborn infant in particular may be more sensitive to respiratory depression with morphine than adults. Irregular breathing and seizures have been reported in infants and neonates...
receiving a morphine infusion.\textsuperscript{8,13} Other papers have, however, suggested that morphine is safe in the neonatal period.\textsuperscript{14–16} The neonate may also be more sensitive to analgesics than morphine in animals.\textsuperscript{18–19}

**Morphine metabolism**

The half life of morphine in plasma is greater in newborn infants than in older infants because of reduced clearance.\textsuperscript{15} Lower doses of morphine in neonates would therefore appear to be rational. The situation is however complicated by the formation of morphine-6-glucuronide and morphine-6-sulphate, both active metabolites of morphine. Both are more potent analgesics than morphine in adults.\textsuperscript{20} The formation of morphine-6-glucuronide is likely to be reduced in neonates as glucuronidation of other drugs is impaired in the neonatal period. Also, in vitro studies with fetal liver show a reduced ability to form morphine glucuronides.\textsuperscript{22} Little is known of the metabolism of morphine in neonates or children, or of the respective roles played by morphine, morphine-6-glucuronide, and morphine-6-sulphate in relation to analgesia and respiratory depression. As well as differences in the metabolism of opiates, animal studies have shown that opiate receptors may not be fully developed in the neonatal period.\textsuperscript{23}

**Conclusion**

It is clear that the present management of pain relief in children can be improved considerably. Opiate infusions should be used more frequently in the postoperative period. Morphine is probably the drug of choice in that it has been used extensively and is both safe and effective. The protocol developed by Bray involves a morphine infusion of 20 \(\mu\)g/kg/hour, and if no opiate has been given with the premedication, an initial bolus dose of 200 \(\mu\)g. The infusion is usually required for 24 to 48 hours and the infusion rate is adjusted for each individual patient.

Neonates receiving mechanical ventilation tolerate the same infusion rate of morphine (20 \(\mu\)g/kg/hour) after surgery or painful procedures (for example, insertion of pneumothorax drain). For spontaneously breathing neonates, however, intensive monitoring must be utilised in view of the possibility of respiratory depression.\textsuperscript{24} In these babies and also in infants under the age of 12 months it is probably advisable to use an initial lower dose of morphine (10 \(\mu\)g/kg/hour) until our understanding of analgesia in infancy has improved.
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